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ABSTRACT 
In the present note it is proved that, given a real n X n matrix A, = (a&, such 
that ]aii] < 1, the maximum values in modulus of the pivots pa,p, in Gaussian 
elimination with complete pivoting are Za and 4, respectively. In addition, it is 
shown that 1 psi < 5.665. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider n X n reaZ matrices A,, = (@with a,, = 1, ]uii] < 1, and we 
shall investigate the solution of the equations A,x= b by Gaussian elimination 
with complete pivoting. In [l] it was reported that no matrix has been 
discovered for which p, > n, where the p,(r = 1,2,. . . ,n) are the moduli of the 
pivots obtained in the elimination. It is easily established that p, < 2. In [2] 
and [3] it has been shown that pa < 24 , while in [4] it was proved that p, < 4, 
all these upper bounds being best possible. The best known bound for p, is 
54, and this result follows from the bound for p,. Further, for n > 6, it has 
been shown in [5] that 
pn < ,1/2(2’31/241/3. . . nl/(“-‘))1’2. 
It is the purpose of this note to give a unified approach to showing the 
results summarized in Theorem 1.1 
THEOREM 1.1. p3<2f, p,<4, ps<5.605. 
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2. 
We begin by examining in greater detail Gaussian elimination with com- 
plete pivoting for the matrix A,. We note that in the system of equations 
A,x = b that is 
xi + a,,~, + a,,~, = b, (1) 
u21rl + a,~, + a,x3 = b, (2) 
a,,~, + a,,x2 + a,x, = b, (3) 
we can make the transformations x2= - a$, x, = - xj and also multiply rows 
(2) and (3) by - 1. This means that it can always be arranged that we start the 
elimination process with 
au > 0, ui, > 0 (all i,j). 
Moreover, this is applicable to any size of matrix. 
In Eq. (l)-(3) the largest coefficient in modulus is 1 and the elimination 
therefore proceeds by subtracting a2i x equation (1) from Eq. (2) and asi X 
equaition (1) from Eq. (3). Th e matrix at this stage of the elimination is 
A(‘) = 
where 
a.$!j = a= - az1a12 (4) 
a&) = a, - as1a13 (5) 
ug,) = a32 - u31u12 (6) 
u&’ = a, - u31u13. (7) 
We shall assume, without loss of generality, that the maximum element at this 
stage is a&, i.e., p, = I&l. If p, < 1 th en, at the next stage of elimination, 
aaa 
(2) = &) _ (a&+$&)/a&)) (6) 
<2, 
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since la.#j, I@[, Ia&)1 < pz< 1. Ag ain, if pa= I, we also have p, < 2. We shall 
now consider what happens when pz = - a& > 1. When a.# and the product 
a.#a# have different signs 
We are thus left with three possibilities as far as the sign of the elements at) 
(i, i = 2,3) of the matrix A(‘) are concerned. 
Case 1 
- - 
[ 1. + - 
Since u&j is positive it follows from. (6) that u&j < 1. Let a&)= - ai p,, 
a&),)= - azp,, where oi < 1, (~a < 1 by virtue of the fact that we are pivoting 
completely. Then 
ps = (Y 1 p, + &4x2. 
For p3 to be as large as possible, certainly for p3 > 2, we require (pi > 4. 
Further, anticipating the fact that we can construct a matrix for which 
p,=2+, we see that, in order for p, > 2+ to be possible, we must certainly 
have ~ya > f Thus, for the interesting values of p,, d < t_xI Q 1, a <a, < 1. Now, 
from (6), u& s 1- a3iui2 and, from (4) and (7), 
$2 > - 1+ pa 
a3,>a,p2-1 
so that 
P3~%P2+[1-(1+P2hp2-1)1~2 
=~lP2+“2P2+~1~2pP-(Yl~2p~. 
This is equivalent to the inequality (9) of Lemma 2.1. below. 
Case 2 
(9’) 
_ + 
I- -1. 
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This can be treated in exactly the same way as Case 1. If we write 
aJ.y= - a,p, (i Q a, < l), a@= - 0~3 3 ., , (~3 < 1) and carry through a simi- p (’ < 
lar analysis, we again obtain (9’). 
Case 3 
- - 
[ 1. - + 
We now have 0 < a& < 1 and 
p3d a~)+rnin(la~))l,la~)l) 
so that, for p, to be as large as possible (certainly for p, > 2), we must have 
a~~~-1,a~~~~-l.Writinga~~=-a,p,,u~~~=-~,p~weseethata,and~, 
must satisfy 
Now Eq. (8) can be rewritten as 
p3=ag+a,a,p2 
From (5) and (6) 
B 1 - a13as1 + ala2 p,, from (7). 
a,,> -1+(Y,pz 
ThUS 
a31> -1+a,p,. 
This result is equivalent to (9’). 
The results of Cases 1, 2, and 3 are all contained in 
LE~~~2.l.Ifp~>2and~<a,<l,fdcr3-Glthen 
~PZ-t(l+~l/~,)+~l/~,))12~:(l+~l/~~)+~l/~,)Z-~P3/~,~2,) (9) 
It follows from (9) that 
P, ~ao,%(l+ (l/c4 + (l/4)“. (10) 
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Thesubstitutionscr,=Q+fsin0,,cr,=~+~sin8,imply~<cr,<l, a<a,<l. 
Examination of the right-hand side of (lo), by the classical methods of the 
differential calculus, reveals that it has maximum value 2: when 0, = 8, = in, 
that is a,=aa=l and &=ir, f?,= --&a, that is, a,=l, (~a=*. Hence 
p,<2f. 
Equality is attained when (for example) 
As-[ i2 -li2 y:] 
Another deduction which follows from (9) is 
P3 G “1”2[(1+ w4 + W%J)P2- PiI 
which implies 
p3 G 3Pa - Pz”. 
The inequality (11) enables us to state that 
IdetAsl =PZ pa G pa(3pa - P% I< pa<2 
and hence, for all A,, 
IdetA, < 4, 
equality being attained when p, = p, = 2. 
A further result which is deducible from (9) is 
(11) 
02) 
(13) 
z-m <ps<$+W * (14) 
This enables us to determine the maximum value of p,. We know that p, = 4 
when we have the Hadamard matrix, H, 
H= 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
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Now for the matrix A,, Gaussian elimination with complete pivoting gives, 
after the first state of the elimination, a 3 x 3 matrix whose maximum element 
is pa in modulus. For pd to be as large as possible we must have p4 > 2p, 
otherwise p,<4. For the same reason we require p, > 2. These conditions 
satisfy all the restrictions imposed in our determination of the result for the 
maximum value of p,, and it follows therefore that inequality (11) applies to 
the ratios p,/p,,p,/p,, that is 
or 
(P4/P2) G 3( PJPZ) - ( PJP& 
From (14) this means 
P4 q PJ3- ( PdPJl. 
P4G Ps(3-( Psl[ t+mz])). 
The right-hand side assumes its maximum value of 4 when p,=2 and con- 
sequently 
p4<4. 
3. 
To evaluate the bound for p, we need to know something about the 
maximum value of a 5x5 determinant. We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
JdetAsJ < 48. (16) 
Proof. The maximum value of detA, is attained when all the elements of 
the matrix A, are & 1. Since the operations detailed at the beginning of 
Section 2 only change the sign of a determinant 
determinant to have the form 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 * * * * 
detA,= 1 * * * * 
1 * * * * 
1 * * * * 
we may consider the 
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where * denotes ? 1. If we subtract the first column from the other columns 
and expand along the top tow the resulting determinant may be written as 
1 * * * 
detA,=24 * * * * 
* * * * 
I * * * * 
where * now denotes 0 or 1. Again subtracting the first column from any other 
which possesses a 1 in the top row and expanding 
* * * 
I I detA,=24 * * * 
I * * * I 
where * now stands for ? 1 or 0. We already know from (13) that the 
maximum value (in modulus) attained by a 3 X 3 determinant, with elements 
less than or equal to 1 (in modulus) is 4. Hence max 1 detA,I =24 X 4 = 64. This 
contradicts Hadamard’s theorem which says that 1 detA,I < 25fl. We are 
therefore led to conclude that the value 4 is not attained in this case. Since the 
elements of the 3 x 3 determinant are + 1 or 0 the next highest value (in 
modulus) that the 3 X 3 determinant may possess is 3. Hence 
This value is attained when 
1 1 1 
1 -1 -1 
A,= 1 1 -1 
1 -1 1 
1 1 -1 
We are now in a position to show 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
1 
1 
1 * 
-1 
-1 
LEMMA 3.2 
p, < 5.005. 07) 
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Proof. We consider p, and p, to be generated from a 3 x 3 matrix whose 
inaximum element was p3, so that p4= p3pi and p,= p3pj. We assume 
p5 > 5.005 which implies p, > 2, p; > 2, so that the inequalities established in 
Section 2 apply. We have 
IdetAsl= PZ ~3 p4 ~5, 
rp,e[t-m][$-d{q-(5.~5/P3)) 15.005 
from (14). Hence, for the admissible range of p, which is 
(5.005/2$) < p, ss 2:) 
we have 
IdetA, > 48. 
As Lemma 3.1 is contradicted, our hypothesis is false and (17) is established. 
Combining results (lo), (W), and (17) we have proved Theorem 1.1. 
The author is indebted to Dr. I. H. Wilkinson, F.R.S. for helpful sugges- 
tions regarding the writing of this paper. 
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